
C~APTER 7

ASPECTS OF THE SElF

When we step through the screen Into vll1ual communities, we recon
Struct our ldemitles on the other side of the looking glass. This recon
struction is our cultural work In progress. The final sealon of this book
explores the culture of simulation as it is emerging In the virtual work
shops of online life.

Throughout this book, there has been a complex dance of acceptance
and rejection of analogies to "the machine." On the one hand we Insist
that we are different from machines because we have emotions, bodies,
and an intellect that cannot be captured in rules, but on the other we play
with collJputer programs that we think of as alive or almost-alive. Images
of machines have come ever closer to images of people, as images of
people have come ever closer [0 images of machines. Experts tell us that
we may read OUf emotions through brain scans, modify our minds
through reprogramming, and attribute significant elements of personality
to our genetic code. Chic lifestyle catalogues of mail-order merchandise
carry mind·alterlng equipment including goggles, headphones, and hel·
mets that promise everything from relaxation to enhanced learning if we
plug ourselves into them. Their message is that we ace so much like
machines that we can Simply extend ourselves through cyborg couplings
with them.

At the same time that we are learning to see ourselves as plugged·in
technobodies, we are redescribing our politics and economic life in a
language that is resonam with a particular form of machine intelligence.
In government, business, and Induslry, there is much talk of distributed,
parallel, and emergem organizations, whose architecture mirrors that of
computer systems. This ulopian discourse about decentraUzation has
come into vogue at the same time thai SOCiety has become increasingly
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fragmented. Many of the lrotitutions that used to bring people together
-a main street, a union hall, a town meeting-no longer work as before.
Many people spend mOSt of their day alone at the sc~n of a television
or a computer. Meanwhile, social beings that we are, we are trying (as
Marshall McLuhan 5ald) to retribalize. l And the computer is playing a
central role. We correspond with each other through electronic mail and
contribute to elearonic bullelin boards;md mailing lists; we join interest
grOups whose participants include people from all over the world. Our
rootedness to place has altenuated. These shifts raise many questions:
What will computer-mediated communication do to aur commitment to
other people? Will It satisfy our needs for connection and social participa
tion, or will it further undermine fragile relationships? What kind of
responsibility and accountability will we assume for our virtual actions?

In political terms, talk about moving from centralized to decentralized
systems is usually characterized as a change from autocracy to democracy,
although the jury Is still out on Its ultimate effects. It may, for example,
be possible to cre:ue an illusion of decentralized participation even when
power remains closely held. In terms of our views of the self, new images
of multipliCity, heterogeneity, flexibility, and fragmentation dominate cur
rent thinking about human identity.

Psychoanalytic theory has played a complicated role in the historical
debme about whether identity is unitary or multiple. One of Freud's most
revolutionary contributions was proposing a radically decentered view of
the self, but this message was often obscured by some of his followers
who tended to give the ego greater executive authority in the manage
ment of the self. However, this recemralizing move was itself periodically
challenged from within the psychoanalytic movement. Jungian ideas
stressed that the self is a meeting place of diverse archerypes. Object·
relations theory talked about how the things and people in the world
come to live Inside us. More recently, poststrucruralisl thinkers have at
tempted an even more radical decentering of the ego. In the work of
Jacques lacan, for example, the complex chains ofassociations that consti
tute meaning fol' each individual lead to no final endpoint or core self.
Under the banner of a return to Freud, Lacan insisted that the ego is an
Uluslon. In this he joins psychoanalysis to the postmodern attempt to

portray the self as a realm of discourse rather than as a real thing or a
permanent StruCture of the mind. in previous chapters we have seen the
way computer science has contributed to this new way of talking. Its
bottom-up, distributed, parallel, and emergent models of mind have re
placed top-down, information processing ones.

The internet Is another element of the computer culture that has con
tributed to thinking about identity as multipliCity. On it, people are able
to build a self by cycling through many selves. An interior designer ner-
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yously admits In my interview with hc;r that she Is nOt at her beSt because
she Is about to have a face-ta-face meeting with a man with whom she
has shared months of vlrtu;lIlntimacy In chat sessions on America OnHne.
She says she Is "pretty sure" that her electronic [over is acrually a man
(rather than a woman pretending to be a man) because she does not
think "he" would have suggested meeting if it were otherwise, but she
worries that neither of Ihem will turn out 10 be dose enough to their

very desirable cyberselves:

I didn't exactly Ile 10 him about anything specific, but I feel very dlfferem
online. I am a lot more outgoing, less InhIbited. I would say I feel more llke
myself. Bill that's a contradiction. I feel more llke who I wish 1was. l'!Jljust
hoping that face-to-face i can find a way to spend some time being the
online me.

Athlrty-year-old teacher describes her relationship to Internet Relay Chal
(or IRC), a live forum for online conversations, as being "addicted to
flux." On IRe one makes up a name, or handle, and Joins anyone of
thousands of channels discussing different issues. Anyone can start a new
channel at any time. In the course of the past week, this woman has
created channels on E.1St Coast business schools (she is considering
applying), on the new editorial policy of The New Yorker, and on a televi
sion situation comedy about a divorced woman having an affair with her
ex-husband. She has concerns about her Involvement with IRe that do
not stem from how much time she spends ("about five hours a day, but I
don't watch television any more") but from how many roles she plays.

It Is a complete esape.... On IRe, I'm very popular. I have three handles I
use a 101.... So one [handie) is serious about me war in YugoslaVia, (another
iSl a bIt of a nut about Melrose Place, and la third is) very active on sexual
channels, always looking for a good time.... Maybe I can only relax If I see
Ufe as one more IRC channel.

In the past, such rapid cydlng through different Identities was not an
easy experience to come by. Earlier in thls..century we spoke of idenlity
as "forged." The metaphor of Iron-like solidity captured the central value
of a core identity, or what the sociologiSt David Riesman once called
Inner direction.~ Of course, people assumed different social roles and
masks, but for most people, their lifelong involvement with families and
communities kept such cycling through under fairly stringent control. For
some, this control chafed, and there were roles on the margins where
cycling through could be a way of life. In tribal societies, the shaman's
cycling through might involve possession by gods and spirits. In modern



MUDs

In the early 19705, the face-to·face role·playing game Dungeons and Drag
ons swep( the game culture. In Dungeons and Dragons, a dungeon master
creates a world in which people lake on fictional personae and play
out complex adventures. The game is a rule-driven world that includes
charisma points, levels of magic, and rolls of the dice. The Dungeon and
Dragons universe of mazes and monsters and its image of the world as a
labyrinth whose secrets could be unlocked held a particular fascination
for many members of the nascent computer culture. The computer game
Adventure captured some of the same aesthetic. There, players proceeded
through a maze of rooms presented to them through text description on
a computer screen.

TIle term "dungeon" perSisted In the high-tech culture to connote a
virtual place. So when virtual spaces were created that many computer
users could share and collaborate Within, they were deemed Multi-User
Dungeons or MUDs, a new kind of social virtual reality. Although some

times, there was the con artist, the bigamist, the cross-gender imperson_
ator, the "split personality," the Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.

Now, in postmodern times, multiple identities are no longer so much
at the margins of things. Many more people experience identity as a set

of roles that can be mixed and matched, whose diverse demands need to
be negotiated. A wide range of social and psychological theorists have
tried to capture me new experience of identity. Robert Jay Lifton has
called it protean. Kenneth Gergen describes its multiplication of masks
as a saturated self. Emily Manlo talks of the flexible self as a contemporary
virtue of organisms, persons, and organizations.'

The Internet has become a significant social laboratory for experiment_
Ing with the constructions and reconstructions of self that characterize
postmodern life. In itS virtual reality, we self·fashion and self-create. What
kinds of personae do we make? W'hat relation do these have to what we
have tradhlonally thought of as the "whole" person? Are they experienced
as an expanded self or as separate from the self?4 Do our real-life selves
learn lessons from our virtual personae? Are these vlnual personae frag
ments of a coherent real·life personality? How do they communicate with
one another? W'hy are we doing this? Is this a shallow game, a giant waste
of time? Is it an expression of an identity crisis of the sort we traditionally
associate with adolescence? Or are we watching the slow emergence of a
new, more multiple style of thinking about the mind? These questions
can be addressed by looking at many different locations on the Internet
Here I begin with the virtual communities known as MUDs.
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games use software that make them'technlcally such things as MUSHes or
MOOS, the term MUD and tHe verb MUDding have come [0 refer to aU of
the multl·user environments. As more and more players have come to
them who do nOt have a history with "Dungeons and Dragons, some
people have begun to refer to MUDs as Multi-User Domains or Multi·User
Dimensions.

Some MUDs use screen graphics or Icons to communicate place, char
acter, and aaion. The MUDs I am writing about here do not. They rely
entirely on plain text. All users are browsing and manipulating the same
database. They can encounter Other users or players as well as objectS
that have been built for the virtual environment. MUD players can also
communicate with each other directly in real time, by typing messages
that are seen by Other players. Some of these messages are seen by all
players in the same "room," but messages can also be designated to flash
on the screen of only one specific player.

The term "virtual reality" is often used to denote metaphorical spaces
that arise only through Interaction with the computer, which people navi
gate by using special hardware-specially designed helmets, body suits,
goggles, and data gloves. The hardware turns the body or partS of the
body iOlo pointing devices. For example, a hand inside a data glove can
point to where you wam to go within virtual space; a helmet can track
mOtion so that the scene shifts depending on how you move your head.
In MUDs, instead of using computer hardware to immerse themselves in
a vivid world of sensation, users immerse themselves In a world of v.'Drels.
MUDs are a text-based, social virtual reality.

Two basic types of MUDs can now be accessed on the Internet. The
adventure type, most reminiscent of the games' Dungeons and Dragons
heritage, Is built around a medieval fantasy landscape. In these, affection
ately known by their participants as "hack and slay," the object of the
game is to gain experience points by killing monsters and dragons and
finding gold coins, amulets, and other treasure. Experience points trans
late Into increased power. Asecond type consists of relatively open spaces
in which you can play at whalever captures your imagination. In these
MUDs, usually called social MUDs, the point is to Interact with other
players and, on some MUDs, to help bulld the virtual world by creating
one's own objects and architecture. "Building" on MUDs is something
of a hybrid berween computer programming and writing fialon. One
describes a hot tllb and deck in a MUD with words, but some formal
coded description Is required for the deck to exist in the MUD as an
extension of the adjacenl !lving room and for characters to be able to
"turn the hot tub on" by pushing a specially marked "button." In some
MUDs, all players are allowed to build; sometimes the privilege is re
served to master players, or wizards. Building Is made particularly easy
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on a class of MUDs known as "MOOs" (MUDs of the Object Oriented
variety).

In praCtice, adventure-type MUDs and social MUDs have much in com
mon. In both, what really seems to hold players' interest is operating
their character or characters and interacting with other characters. Even
in an adventure-type MUD, a player can be an elf, a warrior, a prostitute,
a politician, a healer, a seer, or several of these at the same time. As this
'character or set of charaCters, a player evolves relationships with other
players, also in character. For most players these relationships quickly
become central to the MUDding experience. As one player on an adven
ture-type MUD pUt it, "I began with an interest in 'hack and slay,' but then
Jstayed to chat"

The characters one creates for a MUD are referred to as one's personae.
This is from the latin per sorure which means "that through which the
sound comes," in other words, an actor's mask. Interestingly, this is also
the rOOt of "person" and "personality." The derivation implies that one is
Identified by means of a public face distinct from some deeper essence
or essences.

All MUDs are organized around the metaphor of physical space. When
you first enter a MUD you may find yourself in a medieval church from
which you can step out into the town square, or you may find yourself in
the coat closet of a large, rambling house. For example, when you first
log on to lambdaMOO, one of the most popular MUDs on the Internet,
you see the following description:

The Coot Closet. The Closet Is a dark, cramped space. It appears to be vel)'
crowded In here; you keep bumping infO what feels like coatS, boots and
orner people (apparently sleeping). One useful thing that you've discO'.-ered
In your bumbllng about Is a metal doorknob set at waist fe..-el 1010 what
might be a door. There's a new edition of Ihe newspaper. Type "news" to
see It.

Typing "out" gets you to the living room:

The living Room. II Is very bright, open, and ail)' here, with large plate-glass
windows looking southward over the pool to the gardens beyond. On the
nonh MIll, there Is a rough stonework fireplace, complete with roaring fire.
The east and west walls are almost completely covered with large, well
stocked bookcases. An exit In the nonhwest corner leads to the kilChen and,
In a more nonherly direction, to the emrance hall. The door into the COOl

closet Is at the nonh end of the ease wall, and at the south end is a sliding
glass door leading out ontO a wooden deck. There are two sets of couches,
one clustered around the fireplace and one with a view oue the windows.
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This description Is followed by 't list of objects and characters present
In the living room. You are free to examine and try out the objectS,
examine the descriptions of the characters, and Introduce yourself to
them. The social conventions of different MUDs determine how strictly
one is expected to Stay In character. Some encourage all players to be in
character at all times. Most are more relaxed, Some ritualize stepping out
of charaaer by asking players to talk to each Other in specially noted "out
of character" (OOC) asides.

On MUDs, characters communicate by Invoking commands that cause
text to appear on each other's screens. If I log onto LambdaMoo as a
male character named Turk and strike up a conversation with a character
named Dimitri, the setting for our conversation wlll be a MUD room in
which a variety of Other characters might be present. If I type, "Say hi,"
my screen will flash, "You say hi," and the screens of the other players In
the room (Including DimitrI) will flash, "Turk says 'hi.' " If I type "Emme
whistles happily," all the players' screens will flash, "Turk whistles hap
pily." Or 1can address Dimltrl alone by typing, "Whisper to Dimitri Glad
to see you," and only Dimitri's screen wl11 show, "Turk whispers 'Glad to
see you.' " People's impressiOns of Turk will be formed by the description
1wlll have written for him (this descrlptlon will be available to all players
on command), as well as by the nature of his conversation.

In the MUDs, virtual characters converse with each other, exchange
gestures, express emotions, win and lose virtual money, and rise and fall
in social status. A virtual character can also die. Some die of "natural"
causes (a player decides to close them down) or they can have their
virtual lives snuffed out. This is all achieved through writing, and this in
a culture that had apparently fallen asleep In the audiovisual arms of
television. Yet this new writing is a kind of hybrid: speech momentarily
frozen into artifact, but curiously ephemeral anifact. In this new writing,
unless it Is primed out on paper, a screenful of flickers soon replaces the
previOUS screen. In MUDs as in other forms ofelectronic communication,
typographiC conventions known as emOlicons replace physical gestures
and facial expreSSions. For example, :-) Indicates a smiling face and :-(
indicates an unhappy face. Onomatopoeic expletives and a relaxed atti
tude toward sentence fragments and typographic errors suggest that the
new writing is somewhere In between traditional written and oral com
munication.

MUDs prOVide worlds for anonymous social interaction in which you
can playa role as close to or as far away from your real self as you choose.
For many game participants, playing one's character(s) and living in the
MUD(s) becomes an important pan of daily life. Since much of the excite
ment of the game depends on having personal relationships and being
part of a MUD community's developing politics and projectS, it is hard to
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participate JUSt a little. In fact, addiction is a frequently discussed subject
among MUD players. A Newsweek article described how "some players
attempt 10 go cold lurkey. One method is to randomly change your
password by banging your head against the keyboard, making it impoSSi
ble to log back on.'" II is nor unusual for players (0 be Iogg;ed on to a
MUD for six hours a clay. Twelve hours a day is common if players work
with compulers at school or at a .lob and use systems with multiple
windows. Then they can jump among windows in order to inrersperse
real-world aClivities on their computers with their garnes. They jump
from Lorus 1-2-3 10 Lambdal\o100, from Wordperfecr to DragonMUD. "You
can 'I really be part of the action unless you are there every day. Things
happen quickly. To get the thrill of MUDs you have to be part of what
makes the SlOry unfold," says a regular on OuneMUSH, a MUD based on
the world of Frank Herbert's science fiction classic.6

In MUDs, each player makes scenes unfold and dramas corne to life.
Playing In MUDs Is thus both similar to and different from reading or
watching television. ~ with reading, there is text, but on MUDs it unfolds
in real time and you become an author of the story. ~ with television,
you are engaged with the screen, but MUDs are interactive, and you can
lake control of the action. ~ In acting, the explicit task is to construct a
viable mask or persona. Yet on MUDs, that persona can be as close to
your real self as you choose, so MUDs have much in common with
psychodrama. And since many people Simply choose to play aspects of
themselves, MUDs can also seem like real life.

Play has always been an important aspecr of our individual effons to
build identity. The psychoanalyst Erik Erikson called playa "toy situation"
that allows us to "reveal and commit" ourselves "in its unrea1ity."7 While
MUDs are nO( the only "places" on the Internet in which to play with
identity, they provide an unparalleled opportunity for such play. On a
MUD one actually gets 10 build character and environment and then
10 live within Ihe loy situallon. A MUD can become a COntext for dis
covering who one Js and wishes to be. In thJs way, the games are labora
tories for the construction of identity, an idea Ihat is well captured by the
player who said:

You can be whoever you want 10 be. You can completely redefine yourself
If you want. You can be the opposite sex. You can be more talkative. You
can be less talkallve. Whatever. You can JUSt be whoever you want, really,
whoever you have Ihe capacIty to be. You don't have to worry about the
sloo OIher people put you In as much. It's easier to change the way people
perceIve you, because all they've got Is what you show them. They don't
look at your body and make assumptions. They don't hear your accent and
make assumptlons. All they see Is }'OUr words. And it's always there. Twenty
four hours a day you can walk down to the 5(reet corner and there's genoa
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be a few people there who are lnreresting 10 talk 10, If you've found the
righl MUD for you.

The anonymity of most MUDs (you are known only by the name you
give your characters) provides ample room for individuals to express
unexplored pans of themselves. A [\\.'en(y-one-year-old college senior
defends his violent characters as "something in me; but quite frankly I'd
rather rape on MUDs where no harm Is done." A twen(y-six-year-old
clerical worker says, ''I'm nOl one thing, I'm many things. Each part gets
to be more fully expressed in MUDs than In the real world. So even
though I play more than one self on MUDs, I feel more like 'myself' when
I'm MUDding." In real life, this woman sees her world as too narrow to
allow her to manifest certain aspects of the person she feels herself to be.
Crealing screen personae is thus an opportunity for self-expression, lead
ing to her feeling more like her true self when decked out in an array of
virtual masks.

MUDs imply difference, multipliCity, heterogeneity, and fragmentation.
Such an experience of identity contradicts the Latin rOOl of the word,
idem, meaning "Ihe same." 8uI this contradiction increasingly defines the
conditions of our lives beyond the virtual world, MUDs thus be<.:ome
obJects-to-think-wlth for thinking about poslrnodern 'Selves. Indeed, the
unfolding of all MUD acUon lakes place in a resolutely postmodern con
text. There are parallel narratives In Ihe different rooms of a MUD. The
cultures of Tolkien, Gibson, and Madonna coexist and interact. Since
MUDs are authored by their players, Ihousands of people in all, often
hundreds at a time, are all logged on from different places; the solitary
aUlhor Is displaced and distributed. Tradilional Ideas about Identity have
been lied to a norian ofauthenticity that such virtual experiences actively
subvert. When each player can create many charaClers and partidpate in
many games, the self is not only decentered but mullipHed without limit.

Sometimes such experiences can facilitate self-knowledge and personal
growth, and somellmes not MUDs can be places where people blossom
or places where they get stuck, caught In self.conlalned worlds where
things are Simpler Ihan In real life, and where, if all else fails, you can
retire your character and simply Slart a new life with another.
~ a new social experience, MUDs pose many psychological questions:

If a persona in a role-playing game drops defenses that the player in real
life has been unable to abandon, what effect does Ihls have? What if a
persona enjoys success In some area (say, flirting) that the player has not
been able to achieve? In Ihis chapter and the next I will examine these
kinds of questions from a vlC'WpOlnt that assumes a conventional distinc
lion between a COnslruCled persona and the real self. BUI we shall soon
encounter slippages-places where persona and self merge, places
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where the multiple personae join to comprise what the individual thinks
of as his or her authentic self,

These slippages are common on MUDs, but as I discuss MUDs, it is
Important to keep in mind that they more generally characterize identity
play in cyberspace. One Internet Relay Chat (IRC) enthusiast writes to an
online discussion group, "People on Ithis mailing list] tell me that they
make mistakes about what's happenlns on cyberspace and what's happen
ing on RL. Did I really type what's happening ·OW Real life?" (Sur.
rounding a word with asterisks Is the net version of italicizing it.) He had
Indeed. And then he jokingly referred to real life as though it, too, were
an IRC channel: "Can anyone tell me how to fjoin #real.life?"B

ROLE PlAYING VS. PARAllEL l.rvEs

Traditional role-playing games, the kinds that take place in physical space
with participants "face to face," are psychologically evocative. MUDs are
even more so because they further blur the line between the game and
real life, usually referred to in cyberspace as RL' In face-to-face role
playing games, one steps in and out of a charaaer. MUDs, in contrast,
offer a character or characters that may become parallel identities. To
highlight the distinctive features of the virtual experience, I will begin
with the story of a young woman who plays face-ta-face role·playlng
games in physical reality.

Julee, nineteen years old, dropped out of college after her freshman
year partly because of her turbulent relationship with her mother, a
devout Catholic. Juice's mother broke all ties with her when she discov
ered that Juice had had an abortion the summer after graduation from
high school. Although technically out of school, Juice spends most of her
free lime with former college classmates playing elaborate face-to·face
role-playing games, an interest she developed as a freshman.

julee plays a number of games that differ in theme (some are contem
porary whcxlunits, some are medieval adventures), the degree to which
they are pre-scripted, and the extent to which players assume distinct
characters and act out their pans. At one end of a continuum, players sit
in a circle and make statements about their charaaers' actions within a
game. On the other end, players wear COStumes, engage in staged sword·
play, and speak special languages that exist only wilhin the game.

julee's favorite games borrow heavily from improvis3lional meater.
They are political thrillers in which the characters and the political and
historical premises are outlined prior to the start of play. The players are
then asked to take the story forward. Juice especially enjoys the games
slaged by a New York-based group, which ental! months of preparalion
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for each event. Sometimes the games last a weekend, sometimes for a
week to ten days. juice compares them to acting in a play:

You usually get your sheets la script oudlne] about twenty-four hours before
the game actually stans, and I spend that time reading my sheets over and
over again. Saying, you know ·'What are my motivations? Whalls this charac
ter like?" It's like a play, only Ihe lines aren't set. The personality Is set, bUI
the lines aren't.

In Juice's real life, her most pressing concern is the Slate of her rela.
tionship with her mother. Not surprisingly, when asked about her most
important experience during a role-playing game,julee describes a game
in which she was assigned to playa mOther. This charaaer was a member
of a spy ring. Her daughter, also a member of me ring, turned out 10 be
a counterspy, a secret member of a rival faction. The scripted game speci
fied that the daughter was gOing to betray, even kill, her mother. The
members of Juice's team expected that her charader would denounce
her daughter to save her own !lfe and perhaps their lives as well.

This game was played over a weekend on a New York City college
campus. At that time,julce says thai she faced her game daughter and saw
her real self. As she sJX)ke to me,julce's voice took on different inflections
as she moved from the role of mother to daughter: "Here's this little girl
who is my daughter looking Into my eyes and saying 'How can you klll
me? Why do you want me to go away?' " julee describes the emotional
Intensity of her efforts to deal with this situation:

So, there we v>'(:re In thls room In the chemlslry depanment, and I guess
we moved ()\'"er into a corner, and we were sitting on the floor,lIke, cross.
legged in front of each OIher, like ... like, Iguess we were probably holding
hands, I think we were, And we, like, ... we really did It. We acted OUt the
whole scene.. ,It was, It really was a nearly learful experience.

In the game,Julee and her "daughter" talked for hours. Why might the
daughter have joined her mother's opponents? How could the twO

women stay true to their reiationshlp and to the game as il had been
written? Huddled in the corner of an empty classroom, julee had the
conversation with her game daughter that her own mather had been
unwilling to have with her. In the end, Juice's character chose to put
aside her loyalty to her team In order to preserve her daughter's life.
From julee's point of View, her mother had put her religious values
above their relationshlpi in the game, julee made her relationship to her
daughter her paramount value. "I said to all the other players, 'Sorry, I'm
gOing to forfeit the game for my team.' "
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Clearly,julee projected feelings about her mother 0010 her experience
of the game, but more was going on than a simple reenactment. julee
was able to review a highly charged silUation in a setting where she could
examine it, do something new with it, and revise her relationship to it.
The game became a medium for working with the materials of her life.
julee was able to sculpt a familiar situation into a new shape. In some
ways, what happened was conslS!ent with what the psychoanalytic tradi
tion calls "working through."

julee's experience stands in conU'aSt to several prevalenl popular im
ages of role-playing games. One ponrays role-playing games as places for
simple escape. Pla}'Crs are seen as leaVing their real lives and problems
behind to lose themselves In the game. Another portrays role-playing
games as depressing, even dangerous. It is Implicit in the now legendary
story of an emotionally troubled student who disappeared and committed
suicide during a game of Dungeons and Dragons. Although some people
do have experiences in these games that are escapist or depressing, Clh
ers do not.julee's Story, for example, belles the popular stereotypes. Her
role·playing is psychologically constructive. She uses it to engage with
some of the most importanl Issues in her life and to reach new emotional
resolutions.

Role-playing games can serve in this evocative capaCity because they
stand betwixt and between the unreal and the real; they are a game and
something more. julee shaped her game persona to reflect her own deep
wish for a relationship with her mother. Playing her ideal of a good
mother allowed her to bring mother and daughter together in a way that
had been closed off in real life. During the game, julee was able to
experience something of her own mother's conflia. Ultlmately,julee took
a stand to preserve the relationship, something her own mother was not
prepared to do. Although it had this complicated relationship with real
life, in the final analysis, julee's experience fitS into the category ofgame
because it had a specified duration. The weekend was over and so was
the game.

In MUDs, however, the action has no sel endpoint. The boundaries in
MUDs are fuzzier. They are what the anthropologist Clifford Geertz refers
to as blurred genres. IO The routine of playing them becomes pan of their
players' real lives. Morgan, a college sophomore, explains how he cycles
In and out of MUDs and real life: ''When I am upset I juS! ... jump Onto
my ship [the spaceship he commands in a MUD] and look somebody up."
He does this by logging OntO the game In character and paging a friend
in the game environment. Then, still logged on, Morgan goes to class. He
explains that by the time he comes back to the MUD, the friends he had
paged would now usually be on the game and ready to talk. Morgan has
become expen at using MUDs as a psychological adjunct 10 real life. He
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reflects on how he used MUDs during his freshman year. "I was aiways
happy when I gOt into a fight in the MUD," he says. "I remember doing
that before tests. I would go to tne MUD, pick a fight, yell at people, blow
a couple of things up, take the test and then go out for a drink." For him,
a favorite MUD afforded an escape valve for anxiety and anger that felt
tOO dangerous to exercise in real life.

julee's role playing provided an environment for working on important
personal issues. MUDs go funher. You can "move into" them. One group
of players joked that they were like the electrodes in the computer, trying
to express the degree to which they feel part of Its space. I have noted
that committed players often work with computers all day at their regular
jobs. As Ihey play on MUDs, they periodically put their characters to sleep,
remaining logged on to the game, but pursuing other activities. The MUD
keeps running in a buried window. From time to time, they return 10 the
game space. In this way, they break up their day and come to experience
their lives as cycling through the real world and a series of virtual ones.
Asoftware designer who says he is "never not playing a MUD" describes
his day this way:

I Iik~ to put myself In the role or a hero, usually. on~ with maglClI pov.-el'S,
on one MUD, start a rew conversations going, put out a question or twO

about MUD matteI'S, and ask people to drop off replies to me In a special
in-box I have built In my MUD "office." Then I'll put my charaaer to sleep
and go off and do some work. Panicularly if I'm in some confilet with
someone at work It helps [0 be MUDding, because I know th'lI when I get
back 10 the MUD ,'II probably have some appreciative mall walling for me.
Or sometimes I use a few rounds of MUD triumphs to psych myself up to
deal with my boss.

Now twenty·three, Gordon dropped out of college after his freshman
year when he realized that he could be a successful computer program·
mer without formallraining. Gordon describes both his parentS as "19605
nonconformists." He says there was little family pressure to get a degree.
Gordon's parentS separated when he was in grade school. This meant
that Gordon spent winters with his mother In Florida and summers wilh
his father in California. When Gordon was In California, his room in
Florida was rented out, something that still upsets him. It seems to repre·
sent Gordon's unhappy sense that he has never really belonged any
where.

In grade school and junior high Gordon wasn't happy and he didn't
fit in. He describes himself as unpopular, overweight, unathletic, and
unanraaive: ''Two hundred and ten pounds with glasses." 11le summer
after his sophomore year in high school, Gordon went on a trip 10 India



with agroup of studentS from all over the world. lhese new people didn't
know he was unpopular, and Gordon was surprised to find that he was
able to make friends. He was struck by the advamages of a fresh start, of
leaving old baggage behind. Two years later, as a college freshman, Gor
don discovered MUDs and saw another way to have a fresh Start. Since
MUDs allowed him to create a new character at any time, he could always
begin with a clean slate. When he changed his character he felt bom
again.

On MUDs, Gordon has experimented with many different characters,
but they all have something in common. Each has qualities that Gordon
Is trying to develop in himself. He describes one current character as "an
avatar of me. He is like me, but more effusive, more apt to be flowery
and romantlc with a son of tongue-in-cheek altitude toward the whole
thing." A serond character Js "quiet, older, less involved in what other
people are doing," In sum, more self-confident and self-contained than
the real·lIfe Gordon. A thJrd character is female. Gordon compares her to
himself: "She is more flirtatiOUS, more experimental, more open sexually
definitely."

Unlikejulee's role-playing game, MUDs allow Gordon more than one
weekend, one character, or one game to work on a given issue. He is
able to play at being various selves for weeks, months, indeed years on
end. When a particular character outlJves Jts psychological usefulness,
Gordon discards It and creates a new one. For Gordon, playing on MUDs
has enabled a continual process of creation and recreation. The game has
heightened his sense of his self as a work in progress. He talks about his
real self as scanlng to pick up bits and pieces from his characters.

Gordon's MUO-playing exhibits some of the slippage I referred to
earlier. By creating diverse personae, he can experiment in a more con
trolled fashion with different sets of characteristics and see where they
lead. He Is also able (0 play at being female, something that would be far
more difficult to do In real life. Each of his multiple personae has its
independence and integrity, but Gordon also relates them all to "him
self." In this way, there Is relationship among his different personae; they
are each an aspect of himself. The slippage Gordon experiences among
his MUD and RL selves has extended to his love life. When I met him,
Gordon was engaged to marry a woman he had met and coulled on a
MUD. 'nleir relationship began as a relationship between one of his
personae and a persona created by his fiancte.

Matthew, a nlneteen-year-old college sophomore, also uses MUDs to
work on himself, but he prefers to do it by playing only one character.
Just as Julee used her game to play the role of the mother she wishes she
had, Matthew uses MUDs to play an idealized father. UkeJulee, Matthew
tends to use his games to enact better versions of how things have un
folded in real life.

Matthew comes from a socially prominent family in a small Connecticut
town. When I visit his home during the summer following his freshman
year, he announces that his parents are away on a trip to celebrate his
mOther's birthday. He describes their relationship as impressive in its
depth of feeling and erotic charge even after twenty·five years of mar
riage. However, it soon becomes apparent that his parents' relationship
Is In fa<..1 quite rocky. For years his father has been distant, often absent,
preoccupied with his legal career. Since junior high school, Matthew has
been his momer's companion and confidant Mauhew knows that his
father drinks heavily and has been unfaithful {a his mother. But because
of his father's position In the community, the family presents a public
front without blemish.

As a senior In high school, Matthew became deeply Involved with Alicia,
then a high school freshman. Matthew's role as his mother's confidant
had made him most comfortable In the role of helper and advisor, and
he quickly adopted that way of relating to his girlfriend. He saw himself
as her mentor and teacher. Shortly after Matthew left for college, Alicia's
father died. Characteristically, Mauhew flew home, expecting to playa
key role in helping ABcla and her family. But In their time of grJef, they
found Matthew's efforts Intrusive. When his offers of help were turned
down, Matthew was angry. But when, shortly after, Alicia ended their
relationship in order to date someone who was still In high school, he
became disconsolate.

It was at this point, midway into the first semester of his freshman year
In college, that Matthew began to MUD. He dedicated himself to one MUD
and, like his father In their small town, became one of lis mOSt important
citizens. On the MUD, Mauhew carved out a special role: He recruited
new members and became their advisor and helper. He was playing a
familiar part, but now he had found a world in which helping won hJm
admJration. Ashamed of his father In real life, he used the MUD to play
the man he wished his father would be. Rejected by Alicia In real life, his
chivalrous MUD persona has won considerable social success. Now, Jt is
Mauhew who has broken some hearts. Matthew speaks with pleasure of
how women on the game have entreated him to pursue relationships
with them both within and beyond its confines. He estimates that he
spends from fifteen to lWenty hours a week logged on to this highly
satisfying alternatlve world.

Role playing provided Matthew andJulee with environments in which
they could soothe themselves by taking care of others and experiment
with a kind of parenting different from what they had experienced them
selves. As neglected children comfort themselves by laVishing affection
on their dolls, Matthew and Julee Identified with the people they took
care of.

Julee's role playing had the power of face-{Q..face psychodrama, but
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Manhew's life on MUDs was always available (0 him. Unlike julee, Mat
mew could playas much as he Wished, all day if he wished, every day if
he chose to. There were always people logged on to the game. There was
always someone to talk to or something to do. MUDs gave him me sense
of an ahernative place. They came to feel like his true home.

Since julee was physically present on her game, she remained recog
nizable as herself to the other players. In COntrast, MUDs provided Mat
thew with an anonymIty he craved. On MUDs, he no longer had to prOtect
his family's public Image.1l He could relax. Julee could play multiple roles
in multiple games, but MUDs olTer parallel lives in ongoing worlds. julee
could work mrough real-life Issues in a game space, but MUD players can
develop a way of thinking In which life is made up of many windows and
RL is only one of them.

In sum, MUDs blur the boundaries between self and game, self and
role, self and simulation. One player says, "You are what you pretend to
be ... you are what you play." But people don't just become who they
play, they play who they are or who mey want (0 be or who they don't
want to be. Players sometimes talk about meir real selves as a compoSite
of their charaCters and sometimes talk about meir screen personae as
means for working on their RL Ilves.

ROll PlAYING TO A HIGHER POWER

The notion "you are who you pretend to be" has mythic resonance. The
Pygmalion story endures because It speaks to a powerful funlaS)': mat we
are nOt limited by our histories, that we can recreate ourselves. In the
real world, we are thrilled by Stories of dramatic self-transformation:
Madonna Is our modern Ellza Doolittle; MIchael Jackson me object of
morbid fascination. But for most people such self-transformations are
difficult or impossible. They are easier in MUDs where you can write and
revise your character's self-description whenever you wish. In some
MUDs you can even create a character that "morphs" into another at lhe
command u@morph." Virtual worlds offer experiences that are hard to
come by in realUfe.

Stewart is a twenty-three-year-old physics graduate student who uses
MUDs to have experiences he cannot Imagine for himself in RL. His
intense online Involvemencs engaged key Issues In his life but ultimately
failed to help him reach successful resolutions. His real life revolves
around laboratory work and his plans for a future in science. His only
friend Is his roommate, anOther physics student whom he describes as
even more reclusive than himself. For Stewart, this circumscribed, almost
monastic Student life does nOt represent a radical departure from what
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has gone before. He has had heart tr9uble since he was a child; one small
rebellion, a ski trip when h~ was a college freshman, put him in the
hospital for a week. He has lived life within a smaH compass.

In an Interview with Stewart he immediately makes clear why he plays
on MUDs: "I do It so I can talk to people." He plays exclusively on
adventure-style, hack-and-slay MUDs. Stewart finds these attractive be
cause they demand no technical expertise, so It was easy bom to get
started and to become a "wizard," the highest level of player. Unlike
some players for whom becoming a wizard is an opportunity to get
involved in the technical aspeas of MUDs, Ste\\'3rt likes the wizard
status because It allows him to go anywhere and talk to anyone on the
game. He says, ''I'm going to hack and slash the appropriate number of
monsters (the number required for wizard statuS) so that I can talk 10

people."
Stewart Is logged on 10 one MUD or another for at least forty hours a

week. It seems misleading to call what he does there playing. He spends
his time constructing a life that is more expansive than the one he Bves
In physical reality. Stewart, who has traveled very Iiule and has never
been to Europe, explains with delight that his favorite MUD, although
played in Engllsh, is physically located on a computer In Germany and
has many European players.

I started talking to them [the inhabitants of the MUD], and they're, like,
"This COSts so many and so many Deutschmarks." And I'm, like, "What are
Deutschmarks? Where is this place located?" And they say, "Don't you know
thiS Is Germany." It hadn't occurred to me that I could even connect to
Germany.... All I had were local Internet numbers, so I had no Idea of
where It [the MUD] was located And I started talking to people and I was
amazed at Ihe quallty of English they spoke.... European and Australian
MUDs are Interesdng, ... different people, completely dIfferent Hfestyles,
and at the moment, Completely different economic situations.

It Is from MUDs that Ste-.vart has learned much of what he knows of
politics and of the differences between American and European political
and economic systems. He was thrilled when he first spoke to a Scandina
vian player who could see the Northern lights. On the German MUD,
Stewart shaped a character named Achilles, but he asks his MUD friends
to call hIm Stewart as much as possible. He wants to feel that his real self
exists somewhere between Stewart and Achl1les. He wants to feelthal his
MUD life Is part of his real life. Stewart Insists that he does not role play,
but that MUDs simply allow him to be a better version of himself.

On the MUD, Stewart creates a living environment suitable for his Ideal
self. His university dormitory is modest, but the room he has built for
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Achilles on the MUD is elegant and heavily influenced by Ralph Lauren
advertising. He has named it "the home beneath the silver moon." There
are books, a roaring fire, cognac, a cherry mantel "covered with pictures
ofAchilles' friends from around the world." ''You look up ... and through
the immense skylight you see a breathtaking view of the night sky. The
moon is always full over Achilles' home, and its light fills the room with
a warm glow."

Stewart's MUD serves as a medium for the projection of fantasy, a kind
of Rorschach. BUI it is more than a Rorschach, because it enters into his
everyday life. Beyond expanding his social world, MUDs have brought
Stewart the only romance and intimacy he has ever known. At a social
event held in virtual space, a "wedding" of two regular players on a
German-based MUD r call Gargoyle, Achilles met Winterlight, a character
played by one of the three female players on that MUD. Stewart, who has
known little success in dating and romantic relationships, was able to
charm this desirable player.

On their first virtual date, Achilles took Winterlight to an Italian restau
rant close to Stewart's dorm. He had often fantasized being there with a
woman. Stewart describes how he used a combination of MUD com
mands [Q simulate a romantic evening at the restaurant Through these
commands, he could pick Winterlight up at the airport in a limousine,
drive her [Q a hotel room so that she could shower, and then take her to
the restaurant.

So, I mean, if you have the waiter coming in, you can just kinda get creative.
.So, I described the menu to her. I found out she didn't like veal, so I

asked her if she would mind if I ordered veal. . because Ihey have really
gOCKi veal scallopini, ... and she said that yes, she would mind, so I didn't
order veal.

We talked about whal her research is. She's working on disease, ... the
biochemisll1' of coronary artery disease.... And so we talked about her
research on coronary artery disease, and al the time I was doing nuclear
physics and I talked to her about that. We talked for a couple of hours. We
talked. And then she had to go to work, so we ended dinner and she left.

This dinner date led to others during which Achilles was tender and
romantic, chivalrous and poetic. The intimacy Achilles experienced dur
ing his courtship of Winterllght is unknown to Stewart in other contexts.
''Winterlight ... she's a very, she's a good friend. I found out a lot of things
-from things about physiology to the color of nail polish she wears."
Finally, Achilles asked for Winterlight's hand. When she accepted, they
had a formal engagement ceremony on the MUD. In that ceremony,
Achilles not only testified to the importance of his relationship with Win-

terlight, but explained the extent to which the Gargoyle MUD had be-
come his home: .

I have traveled far and wide across these lands.... I have met a great deal
of people as I wandered. I feel that the friendliest people of all are here at
Gargoyle. I consider this place my home. I am proud to be a part of this
place. I have had some bad times In the past ... and the people of Gargoyle
were there. I thank the people of Gargoyle for their support. I have recently
decided 10 settle down and be married. I searched fur and near for a maiden
of beauty with hair of sunshine gold and lips red as the rose. With intelli
gence to match her beauty ... Winterllghl, you are that woman I seek. You
are the beauliful maiden. Winterlight, will you marry me?

Winterlight responded with a "charming smile" and said, ''Winterlight
knows that her face says all. And then, M'lord ... I love you from deep in

my heart."
At the engagement, Winterlight gave Achilles a rose she had worn in

her hair and Achilles gave Winterlight a thousand paper stars. Stewart
gave me the transcript of the engagement ceremony. It goes on for twelve
single-spaced pages of text. Their wedding was even more elaborate.
Achilles prepared for it in advance by creating a sacred clearing in cyber
space, a niche carved out of rock, with fifty seats intricately carved with
animal motifs. During their wedding, Achilles and Winterlight recalled
their engagement gifts and their love and commitment to each other.
They were addressed by the priest Tarniwoof. What follows is excerpted
from Stewart'S log of the wedding ceremony:

Tarniwoof says, "At the engagement ceremony you gave one another an
item which represents your love, respect: and friendship for each Q(her."

Tarniwoof turns to you.
Tamiwoof says, "Achilles, do you have any reason to give your ilem back to

Winterlight?"
Winteriight atlends your answer nervously.
Tamiwoof waits for the groom to answer.
You would not give up her gift for anything.
Tarnlwoof smiles happily.
Wlnterllghl smiles al you.
Tarniwoof turns 10 the beauliful bride.
Tarnlwoof says, "Winterlight, is there any doubt in your heart about what

your item represents?"
Winterlight looks straightly to Tarniwoof.
Wlnterlight would never return the thousand paper stars of Achilles.
Tarniwoof says, "Do you promise 10 take Silver Shimmering Winterllght as

your mudly wedded wife, in sickness and in health, through timeouts and
updates, for richer or poorer, unlillinkdeath do you part?"
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You say, "I do,"
Winterlight smiles happily at you.

Although Stewart participated in this ceremony alone in his room with
his computer and modem, a group of European players actually traveled
to Germany, site of Gargoyle's host computer, and gOt together for food
and champagne. There were twenty-five guests at the German celeb"l
lion, many of whom brought gifts and dressed specially for the occasion.
Stewart felt as though he were throwing a party. This was the first time
that he had ever entertained, and he was proud of his success. ''When I
got married," he told me, "people came in from Sweden, Norway, and
Finland, and from the Netherlands to Germany, to be at the wedding
ceremony in Germany." In real life, Stewart felt constrained by his health
problems, his shyness and social isolation, and his narrow economic
straits. In the Gargoyle MUD, he was able to bypass these obstacles, at
least temporarily. Faced with the notion that "you are what you pretend
to be," Stewart can only hope it is true, for he is playing his ideal self.
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Shortly after this incident in Carrie's room, Stewart precipitated the
end of their relationship. He took it upon himself to inform Carrie's
parents that she had a drinking problem, something that she wanted to
sort au[ by herself. When Carrie confronted him about his "meddling,"
Stewart could not see her point of view and defended his actions by
arguing that morality was on his side. For Carrie, Stewart's intrusions had
gone too far. She would no longer speak to him. By the fall of his junior
year in college, Stewart was strained to his psychological limit. His friend
ship with Carrie was over, his mother was seriously ill, and he himself

had developed pneumonia.
This bout of pneumonia required that Stewart spend three weeks in

problems on the back burner and go on with my life." Before he became
involved in MUDs, going on .with his life usually meant throwing himself
into his schoolwork or into major car repair projects. He fondly remem
bers a two-week period during which a physics experiment took almost
all his waking hours and a school vacation spent tinkering round the clock
in his family's garage. He finds comfort in the all-eonsuming demands of
science and with the "reliability of machines." Stewart does nat know
how to find comfort in the more volatile and unpredictable world of

people.

I have a problem with emotional things. I handle them very badly. I do the
things you're not supposed to do. I don't worry about them for a while, and
then they come back to haunt me twO or three years later.... I am not able
to talk about my problems while they are happening. I have 10 wait umil
they have become just a story.

If I have an emotional problem I cannot talk to people about it. I will sit
there in a room with them, and I will talk to them about anything else in
the entire world except what's bothering me.

I mean, when you have that type of emotional problem and thaI kind of
pain, iI'S nOI an intelligent move to log on to a game and talk to people
because they are safe and they won'l hurt you. Because that's JUSt not a way
out of it. I mean there is a limit 10 how many years you can spend in front
of a computer screen.

Stewart was introduced to MUDs by Carrie, an unhappy classmate
whose chief source of solace was talking to people on MUDs. Although
Stewart tends to ignore his own troubles, he wanted to connect with
Carrie by helping with hers. Carrie had troubles aplenty; she drank too
much and had an abusive boyfriend. Yet Carrie rejected Stewart'S friend
ship. Stewart described how, when he visited her in her dorm room, she
turned her back to him to talk to "the people in the machine."
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I have suggested that MUDs provided Manhew and Gordon with environ
ments they found therapeutic. Stewart, quite self-consciously, has tried to
put MUDding in the service of developing a greater capacity for trust and
intimacy, but he is not satisfied with the outcome of his effortS. While
MUDding on Gargoyle offered Stewart a safe place to experiment with
new ways, he sums up his experience by telling me that it has been "an
addicting waste of time."

Stewart's case, in which playing on MUDs led to a net drop in self
esteem, illustrates how complex the psychological effects of life on the
screen can be. And it illustrates that a safe place is not all that is needed
for personal change. Stewart came to MUDding with serious problems.
Since childhood he has been isolated both by his illness and by a fear of
death he could nat discuss with other people. Stewart's mother, who has
always been terribly distressed by his illness, has recurring migraines- for
which Stewart feels responsible. Stewart has never felt free to talk with
her about his own anxieties. Stewart's father protected himself by emo
tionally withdrawing and losing himself in fix-it projects on lawnmowers
and cars, the reassuring things that could be made to work the way a sick
little boy could not. Stewart resented his father's periods of withdrawal;
he says that tOO often he was left to be the head of the household.
Nevenheless, Stewart now emulates his father's style: Stewart says his

'main defense against depression is "not to feel things." "I'd rather put my
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the hospital, an experience that brought back the fears of death he had
trled to repress. When he finally returned to his dormitory, confined to
his room for a founh week of bed rest, he was seriously depressed and
felt utterly alone. Stewart habitually used work to ward off depression,
but now he felt tOO far behind in his schoolwork to try 10 catch up. In
desperation, Stewart tried Carrie's strategy: He turned to MUDs. Within a
week, he was spending ten to twelVe hours a day on the games. He found
them a place where he could talk about his real-life troubles, In particular,
he talked to the other players about Carrie, telling his side of the Story
and complaining that her decision to break off their friendship was unjust.

I was on the game talking to people about my problems endlessly.... I find
It a lot easier to talk to people on the game :loom them because they're not
there. I mean, they are there but they're nOl there. I mean, you could sit
there and you could tell them about your problems and you don't have to
worry about running IntO them on the street the next day.

MUDs did help Stewart talk about his troubles while they were stili
emotionally relevant; nevenheless, he Is emphatic that MUDding has ulU
mately made him feel worse about himself. Despite his MUD sociallzlng,
despite the poetry of his MUD romance and the pageamry of his MUD
engagemem and marriage, MUDding did nOt alter Stewart's sense of him
self as withdrawn, unappealing, and nawed. His experience paralleled
that of Cyrano in Rostand's play. Cyrano's success in wooing Roxanne for
another never made him feel worthy himself. Stewan says of MUDding:

The more I do it, the more I fed I need to do il. Every couple of days I'd
notice, it's like, "Gee, In the lasllWO days, I've been on this MUD for the
tOlal of probably over twenty-elghl hours." ... I mean I'd be on the MUD
until I fell asleep at the terminal practically, and then go to sleep, and then
I'd wake up and I'd do it again.

Stewart has tried hard to make his MUD self, the "better" Achilles self,
part of his reaJ life, but he says he has f.tlled. He says, ''I'm nOt social. I
don't like panies. I can't talk to people about my problems." We recall
together that these things are easy for him on MUDs and he shrugs and
says, "I know." The integration of the social Achilles, who can talk about
his troubles, and the asocial Stewart, who can only cope by putting them
out of mind, has not occurred. From Stewart's point of view, MUDs have
Stripped away some of his defenses but have given him nothing in return.
In fact, MUDs make Stewart feel vulnerable in a new way. Although he
hoped that MUDs would cure him, It Is MUDs that now make him feel
sick. He feels addicted to MUDs: "When you feel you're stagnating and
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you feel there's nothing going 01; In your life and you're stuck in a rut,
it'S very easy to be on there for a very large amount of time."

In my interviews with people about the possibility of computer psycho
therapy, a ventilation model of psychotherapy came up often as a reason
why computers could be therapists. In the ventilation model, psychOlher
apy makes people better by being a safe place for airing problems, ex
pressing anger, and admitting to fears. MUDs may provide a place for
people to talk freely-and with other people rather than with a machine
-but they also illustrate that therapy has to be more than a safe place to
"ventilate." There Is considerable disagreement among psychotherapists
about what that "more" has to be, but within the psychoanalytiC tradition,
there is fair consenSuS that It Involves a special relationship with a thera
pist in which old issues will resurface and be addressed in new ways.
When elements from the past are projected ontO a relationship with a
therapist, they can be used as data for self-understanding. So a psycho
therapy is not JUSt a safe place, It is a work space, or more accurately a

reworking space.
For Stewart, MUD Ilfe gradually became a place not for reworking but

for reenacting the kinds of difficulties that plagued him In real life. On
the MUD, he declared his moral superiority over other players and lec
tured them about their faults, the exact panern he had fallen Inlo with
Carrie. He began to violate MUD etiquette, for example by revealing
certain players' real-life identities and real-life bad behavior. He took on
one prominent player, Ursula, a woman who he thought had taken advan
tage of her (real-life) husband, and tried to expose her as a bad person
to other MUD players. Again, Stewart justified his intrusive actions toward
Ursula, as he justified his Intrusions on Carrie's privacy, by saying that
morality was on his side. When other players pointed out that It was now
Stewart who was behaVing inappropriately, he became angry and self
righteous. "Ursula deserves to be exposed," he said, "because of her
outrageous behavior." A psychotherapist might have helped Stewart re
flea on why he needs to be In the position of policeman, judge, and Jury.
Does he try to protect others because he feels that he has so often been
left unprotected? How can he find ways to protea himself? In the context
of a relationship with a therapist, Stewart might have been able to address
such painful matters. On the MUD, Stewart avoided them by blaming
other people and declaring right on his side.

When Matthew and Gordon talked about sharing confidences on MUDs
more freely than in real life, they spoke of using anonymity to modulate
their exposure. In contrast, Stewart renounced anonymity on MUDs and
talked nonstop to anyone who would listen. This wholesale discarding of
his most characteristic defenses, withdrawal and reticence, made him feel
out of comrol. He compensated by trying even harder to "put things out



Much of Robert's play on MUDs was serious work, because he took on
responsibilities In cyberspace equivalent to a full-time job, He became a
highly placed administrator of a new MUD. Robert told me that he had
never before been in charge of anything. Now his MUD resjXlnsibilities
were enormous.

Building and maintaining a MUD is a large and complicated task. There
Is technical programming work. New obje<:lS made by individual players
need to be carefully reviewed to make sure that they do nOt interfere
with the basic technical infrastructure of the MUD. There is management
work. People need to be recruhed, assigned Jobs, taught the rules of the
MUD, and put into a chain of command. And there Is political work. The
MUD is a comml1nity of people whose quarrels need to be adjudicated
and whose feelings need to be respected. On his MUD, Robert did all of
this, and by all accounts, he did it with elegance, diplomacy, and aplomb.

When I MUDded with the computer I never got tired. A lot of it was, like,
"Oh, whoa, it's this time already." ... Actually It is very obsessive. I remem
ber up at college, I was once thinking, "Boy, I was lust on this tOO much. I
should cut down." DUI I was not able to. It's like a kind of addiction.... II
was my life.. ,. [ was, like, living on the MUD.... Most of the lime I felt
comfortable that this was my life. I'd say I was addicted to it.

I'd keep trying to Stop. I'd say, "OK, I'm not going on. I'm going to
classes." But something would come up and r wouldn't go to my class. I
wouldn't do what I wanted to do.
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another state. "My dad was an abusive alcoholic," says Robert. "He lost his
good job. They sent him somewheore else. He moved, but my mom stayed
in MinneSOta with me. She'was my security." College in New Jersey took
Robert away from his high school friends and his mother. It was his first
extended separation from her. calls to his mother felt unsatisfying.
They were tOO short and 100 expensive. Robert was lonely during the
early days of his freshman year, but then a friend Introduced him to MUDs,

For a period of several months, Roben MUDded over eighty hours a
week. ''The whole second semester, eighty hours a week," he says. During
a time of particular stress, when a burst water pipe and a flooded dorm
room destroyed all his possessions, Roben was playing for over a hun
dred and twenty hours a week. He ate at his computer; he generally slept
four hours a night. Much of the fun, he says, was being able to put his
troubles aside. He liked "Just sitting there, not thinking about anything
else. Because If you're so Involved, you c,m't think about the problem,
your problems."

I had to keep track of each division of the MUD that was being built and itS
local government, and when the money system came In I had to pay the
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of his mind" and by denying that MUDs had been of any value. Again, the
comparison with psychOtherapy is illuminating. Askillful therapist would
have treated Stewart'S defenses with greater respect, as tools that might
well be helpful If used in modest doses. 1l A little withdrawal can be a
good thing. But If a naive psychotherapist had encouraged Stewart 10 tOSS
away defenses and tell all, that therapiSt would likely have had an unhappy
result similar to what Stewart achieved from his MUD confessions: Stew·
art's defenses would end up more entrenched than before, but It would
be the psychotherapy rather than the MUDs that he would denigrate as a
waste of time.

Stewart cannot learn from his character Achilles' experiences and social
success because they are too different from the things of which he be·
Iieves himself capable. Despite his effortS to tum Achilles into Stewart,
Stewart has spilt off his strengths and sees them as possible only for
Achilles In the MUD. It is only Achilles who can create the magic and win
the girl. In making this split between himself and the achievements of his
screen persona, Stewart does not give himself credit for the positive step::!
he has taken in re'dllife. He has visited other MUD players in America and
has had a group of the German players visit him for a weekend of sight
seeing. But like an unsuccessful psychotherapy, MUDding has not helped
Stewart bring these good experiences Inside himself or integrate them
Into his self·lmage.

Stewart has used MUDs to "act au[" rather than "work throUgh" his
difficulties. In acting out we stage our old conflicts in new settings, we
reenact our past In fruitless repetition. In contraSt, working through usu
ally involves a moratorium on action in order to think about our habitual
reactions in a new way. PsychoanalytiC theory suggestS that it is precisely
by not stirring things up at the level ofourward anion thaI we are able to

effect Inner change. The presence of the therapist helps to contain the
Impulse for aCtion and to encourage an examination of the meaning of
the impulse itself. MUDs provide rich spaces for both acting out and
working through, There are genuine possibilities for change, and there is
room for unproductive repetilion. The outcome depends on the emo
tional challenges the players face and the emotional resources they bring
to the game. MUDs can provide occasions for personal growth and
change, but not for everyone and not in every circumstance.

Stewart tried and fulled to use MUDs for therapeutic purposes. Robert,
whom I met after his freshman year in college, presents a contrasting
C'dSe, Although Robert went through a period during which he looked
even more "addicted" to MUDs than Stewart, in the end, his time on
MUDs provided him with a context for significant personal growth.

During his final y~ar of high school, Robert had to cope with severe
disrupti.ons In his family life. His father los.t his job as a fireman because
of heavy drinking. ·The fire department helped him to find a desk Job in
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local workers. All the officers and enlisted men and women on each ship
got paid a certain amount, depending on their rank. 1had to make sure they
got paid on the same day and the right amoum, I had to make sure people
had the right building quota, not wasting objects, not building tOO much.

Matthew and]ulee nurtured themselves "in displacement" By helping
others they were able to take care of themselves. Robert, too, gave others
on MUDs what he most needed himself: a sense of structure and comrol.

Prior to taking on this job in a MUD, Roben had been known as some
thing of a cut up on MUDs and elsewhere, someone accustomed to
thumbing his nose at authority. He had gotten the adminlstr.ative job on
the MUD primarily because of the amount of time he was willing to
commit. Robert says his MUD responsibilities gave him new respect for
authority ("everyone should get to be a higher-up for a day," he says) and
taught him something about himself. Roben discovered that he excels at
negotiation and practical administration.

But despite the imensity and gratificalion of being online, at the end of
the school year, Robert's MUDding was essentially over. When I met him
in the summer after his freshman year, he was working as a sales clerk,
had gotten his first apartmem, and had formed a rock band with a few
friends. He says that one week he was MUDding "twelve hours a day for
seven days," and then the next week he was not MUDding at all.

How had Roben's MUDding ended? For one thing, a practical consider
ation Imetvened. At the end of the school year, his college took back the
computer they had leased him for his dorm room. But Roben says that
by the time his computer was taken away, MUDding had already served
itS emotional purpose for him,

Robert believes that during the period he was MUDding mOSt Imen
sively, the alternative for him would have been partying and drinking,
that is, getting into his father's kind of trouble. He says,"I remember a lot
of Friday and Saturday nightS turning down parties because I was on the
computer.... Instead of drinking I had something more fun and safe to
do." During his high school years Robert drank to excess and was afraid
that he might become an alcoholic like his father. MUDding helped to
keep those fears at bay.

MUDding also gave Robert a way to think about his futher with some
sympathy but reassured him that he was not like his father, Robert's
behavior on MUDs reminded him of his futher's addictions in a way that
Increased his feelings of compassion.

It made me feel differemly about someone who was addlcK'<i. I was a
different person on the MUD. I didn't wanllO be bothered when I was on
the MUD about other Ihlngs like work, school, or classes. ... I suppose in
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some way I feel closer to my Dad. I don't think he can stop himself from
drinking., . maybe with a lot of help he could. But I don't think he can. It's
JUSt like I had a hard time StOpping MUDs.

Like Stewart, Robert acted out certain of his troubles on the MUDs
the fascination with pushing an addiction to a limit, for example. But
unlike Stewart, after he was confident that he could funcUon responsibly
and competently on MUDs, Robert wanted to try the same behavior in
real life. And unlike Stewart, he was able to use MUDding as an environ
ment in which he could talk about his feelings In a constructive way. In
the real world Robert found it painful to talk about himself because he
often found himself lying about such simple things as what his father did
for a living. Because it was easier to "walk away" from conversations on
the MUD, Robert found that it was easier to have them in the first place.
While Stewart used MUDs to "tell all," Robert practiced the art of talking
about himself In measured doses: 'The computer is sort of practice to
get into closer relationships with people In real life.... If something Is
bothering me, you don't have to let the person know or you can let the
person know."

MUDs provided Robert with what the psychoanalyst Erik Erikson called
a psychosocial moratorium.]} The notion of moratorium was a central
aspect of Erikson's theories about adolescent identity development. Al
though the term Implies a time out, what Erikson had In mind was not
withdrawal. On the contrary, the adolescent moratorium Is a time of
Intense interaction with people and ideas. It is a time of passionate friend
ships and experimentation. The moratorium is nOt on significant experi
ences but on their consequences. Of course, there are never human
actions that are without consequences, so there is no such thing as a pure
moratorium. Reckless driving leads to teenage deaths; careless sex to
teenage pregnancy. Nevertheless, during the adolescent years, people are
generally given permission to try new things. There is a tadt understand
ing that they will experiment. Though the outcomes of this experimenta
tion can have enormous consequences, the experiences themselves feel
removed from the structured surroundings of one's normal life. The
moratorium fadUtates the development of a core self, a personal sense of
what gives life meaning. This is what Erikson called identity.

Erikson developed his ideas about the Importance of a moratorium to
the development of identity during the late 19505 and early 1960s. At that
tlme, the notion corresponded to a common understanding of what "the
college years" were about. Today, thirty years later, the Idea ohhe college
y~rs as a "time out" seems remote, even quaint. College is preprofes
sional and AIDS has made sexual experimentation a potentially deadly
game. But if our culture no longer offers an adolescent moratorium,
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virtual communities do, They offer permission to play, to try things out.
This is part of what makes them amaalve.

Erikson saw Identity in the context of a larger stage theory of develop
ment. Identity was one stage, intimacy and generativlty were others. Erik
son's ideas about stages did not suggest rigid sequences. His stages
describe what people need to achieve before they can easlly move ahead
10 another developmental task. For example, Erikson pointed OUt that suc
cessful intimacy In young adulthOod is difficult if one does not come to it
with a sense of who one is. This is the challenge of adolescent Identity
building. In real life, however, people frequently move on with Incom
pletely resolved Stages, simply doing the best they can. They use whatever
materials they have at hand to get as much as they can of what they have
missed. MUDs are Striking examples of how technology can playa role in
these dramas of self-repair. Stewart's case makes it clear that they are not
a panacea But they do present new opportunities as well as new risks.

Once we put aside the idea that Erikson's Stages describe rigid se
quences, we can look at the stages as modes of experience that people
work on throughout their lives. Thus, the adolescent moratorium is not
something people pass through but a mode of experience necessary
throughout funCtional and creative adulthoods. We take vacalions to es·
cape not only from our work but from our habitual social lives. Vacations
are times during which adults are allowed to play. Vacations give a finite
structure to periodic adult moratoria. Time In cyberspace reshapes the
notion of vacations and moratoria, because they may now exist in always
available windows. Erikson wrote that "the playing adult steps sideward
into another realltyj the playing child advances forward into new stages
of mastery."l4 In MUDs, adults can do bothj we enter anOther reality and
have the opportunity to develop new dimensions of self-mastery.

Unlike Stewart, Robert came to his emotional difficulties and his MUD·
ding with a solid relationship with a consistent and competent mother.
This good parenting enabled him to Identify with other players he met
on the MUD who had qualities he wished to emulate. Even more Im
portant, unlike Stewart, Robert was able to Identify with the better self he
played in the game. This constructive strategy is available only to people
who are able to take In positive models, to bring other people and images
of their better selves inside themselves.

When people like Stewart get stuck or become increasingly self-erltlcal
and depressed on MUDs, it is often because deficits in early relationships
have made it tOO hard for them to have relationships that they can turn to
construaive purposes. From the earliest days of his life, Stewart's illness
and his parents' response to it, his mather's migraines and his father's
Withdrawals, made him feel unacceptable. In his own words, "I have
always felt like damaged goods."

Life in cyberspace, as elsewhere, is not fair. To the question, "Are MUDs
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good or bad for psychologic~1 growth?" the answer is unreassuringly
complicated, just like life. If you come to the games with a self that Is
healthy enough to be aole to grow from relationships, MUDs can be very
good. If not, you can be in for trouble.

Stewart attended a series of pizza parties I held for MUDders In the
Boslon area. These were group sessions during which players had a
chance to meet face 10 face and talk about their experiences. There Stew
art met a group of people who used the games to role-play characters
from diverse cultures and time periods. They played medieval ladies,
Japanese warriors, Elizabethan bards. Slewart told me he felt little in
common with these players, and he also seemed uncomfortable around
them. Perhaps they called into question his desire to see MUDding as a
simple extension of his real life. Stewart repeatedly Insisted that, despite
the fact that his character was "technically" named Achilles, he was in
fact playing himself. He reminded the group several times that when he
MUDded he actually asked other players to call him Stewart. But during
one group session, after insisting for several hours that he plays no role
on MUDs, a member of the role-playing contingem casually asked Stewart
If he was married. Stewart immediately said, ''Yes,'' and then blushed
deeply because he was caught in the contradiction between his insistence
that he plays no roles In Gargoyle and his deep Investment in his MUD
marriage. ParadOXically, Stewart was kept from fully profiting from Achil
les' social successes, not because he fully idemified with the charaCter as
he InsiSted, but because he ultimately saw Stewart as tOO unlike Achilles.

In some computer conferences, the subject of the slippage between
online personae and one's real-life character has become a focal point of
discussion. On the WELL, short for the "Whole Earth 'Lectronic Link," a
San Francisco-based virtual community, some contributors have main
tained that they enjoy experimenting with personae very different from
their RL selves. Others have insisted that maimalnlng an artificial persona
very different from one's sense of oneself In RL Is what one called "cheap
fuel," a novelty that wears thin fast because of the large amount of "psy
chic energy" required to maintain it. These people note that they want to
reveal themselves to the members of a community that they care about.])
Yet other contributors take a third position: They Stress that cyberspace
provides opportunities to play out aspects of oneself that are not total
strangers but that may be inhibited in real life. One comributor finds that
online experience "seems to interface with the comentious, opinionated,
verbal, angry, and snide aspects of my personality beautifully but not with
many of the other aspects. My electronic id is given wing here. I'm having
a hard time balancing it."l6

The electronic discussion on the WEU. circled around the therapeutic
potential of online personae and touched on a point that was very im
portant to many of the people [ interviewed: The formats of MUDs, elec-
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tronic mail, computer conferences, or bulletin boards force one to
recognize a highly differentiated (and not always likable) virtual persona,
because that persona leaves an electronic trace. In other words, the pres·
ence of a record that you can scroll through again and again may alert
you to how perSiStent are your foibles or defensive reactions. One New
York City writer told me ruefully, "I would see myself on the screen and
say, 'There I go again.' r could see my neuroses in black and white. It was
a wake·up call."

INnMACY ANI) PROJEcnON

Robert had a virtual girlfriend on the MUD, a character played by a West
Coast college senior named Kasha. Women are In short supply In MUDs
and his friendship with Kasha made Robert the envy of many other male
players. In the MUD universe, Kasha built a private planet whose construe·
tion tOok many weeks of programming. On the planet, Kasha built a
mansion with flowers in every room. As a special gift to Robert, Kasha
designed the most beautiful of these rooms as their bedroom.

Robert u'aveled cross-country to visit Kasha and, completely smitten,
Kasha made plans to move to New Jersey at the end of the academic year.
But as that time approached, Robert pulled away.

I mean, she had a gee'oIt personality over the computer. We got along pretty
lYelL And then I v.-em to see her. And then-I don't know. Every day I had
less and less feeling toward her. And I was thinking of my mom more and
more. I'm so confused about what I am doing In college. I JUSt didn't want
someone coming to Jive with me in New Jersey and all. Thal's wha! she 9/3S

talking about. It was all much tOO fast.

Relationships during adolescence are usually bounded by a mutual
understanding that they Involve limited commiunenL Virtual space is well
suited to such relationships; its natural limitations keep things within
bounds. So, from one point of view, Robert's pulling back from Kasha
was simply a sign that he was ready for commitment in the virtual but not
in the real. But Robert and Kasha were also playing out a characteristiC
pattern on MUDs. As In Thomas Mann's The Magic Mountain, which takes
place in the isolation of a sanatorium, relationships become intense very
quickly because lhe pal'licipants feel Isolated in a remote and unfamiliar
world with its own rules. MUDs, like other electronic meeting places, can
breed a kind of easy Intimacy. In a first phase, MUD players feel the
excitement of a rapidly deepening relationship and the sense that lime
itself is speeding up. One player describes the process as follows:
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The MUD quickens things. it quickens things so much. You know, you don',
think about it when you're doing it, but you meet somebody on the MUD,
and within a week you feel like you've been friends forever. It'S notorious.
One of the notorious things that people who've thought about It will say is
that MUDs are both slower because you can't type as fast as you can talk, but
they're faster because things seem 10 move so much faster.

tn a second phase, players commonly try to take things from the virtual
to the real and are usually disappointed. Peter, a twenty-eight-year-old
lecturer In comparative literature, thought he was In love with a MUDding
partner who played Beatrice to his Dante (their charaCters' names). Their
relationship was intellectual, emotionally supportive, and erotic. Their
virtual sex life was rich and fulfilling. The description of physical actions
In their virtual sex (or TinySex) was accompanied by detailed descrip
tions of each of their thoughts and feelings. It was not Just TinySex, it was
TlnyLovemaking. Peter flew from North Carolina to Oregon to meet the
woman behind Beatrice and returned home crushed. "(On the MUD] I
saw in her what r wanted to see. Real life gave me tOO much Information."

Since it is nOt unusual for players lO keep logs of their MUD sessions
with significant others, Peter had something that participants in real-life
relationships never have: a record of every interaction with Beatrlce. 17

When he read over his logs, he remarked that he could not find their
relationship In them. Where was the warmth? The sense of complicity
and empathy?18

When everything is in the log and nothing is in the log, people are
confronted with the degree to which they construct relationships in their
own minds. In Peter's case, as he reflected on it later, his unconscious
purpose was to create a love object, someone who reminded him of an
idolized and inaccessible older sister.

MUDs encourage projection and the development of transferences for
some of the same reasons that a classical Freudian analytiC situation does.
Analysts sit behind their patients so they can become disembodied voices.
Patients are given space to project OntO the analyst thoughts and feelings
from the past. In MUDs, the lack of information about the real person to
whom one is talking, the silence into which one types, the absence of
visual cues, all these encourage projection. This situation leads to exag
gerated likes and dislikes, to idealization and demonizatlon. So It is natu
ral for people to feel let down or confused when they meet their virtual
lovers in person. Those who survive the experience beSt are the people
who try to understand why the persona of a fellow MUDder has evoked
such a powerful response. And sometimes, when the feelings evoked In
transferences on MUDs are refleCted upon, MUD relationships can have a
positive effect on self-understanding.
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Jeremy, a thlrty-twO-year-old lawyer, says this about MUDding:

1dare to be passive.... 1don't mean In having sex on the MUD. I mean In
letting other people take the Inillative In friendships, in nm feellng when 1
am in character that 1need to control everything. My mother controlled my
whole family, well, cenalnly she controlled me. So I grew up thinking,
"Never agalnl" My real life Is exhausting that way. I'm always prmecting
myself. On MUDs I do something else.... I didn't even realize this connec
tion to my mother and the MUDding until (in the game] somebody tried to
boss my pretty laid·back character around and I went crazy.... 1hated her.
.. And then Isaw what I was dofng. When I looked at the logs Isaw that ...

this '..'oman was really doing very little to boss me around. But 1 hear a
woman with an authorltallve tone and 1go crazy. Food for lhooght.

To the question, "Are MUDs psychotherapeutic?" one is tempted to say
that they stand the greatest chance to be so if the f\.1UDder is also in
psychotheropy. Taken by themselves, MUDs are highly evocative and pro
vide much grist for the mill of a psychodynamic therapeutic process. If
"acting out" Is going to happen, MUDs are relatively safe places, since
vinual promiscuity never causes pregnancy or disease. But it is also true
that, taken by themselves, vlnual communities will only sometimes facili
tate psychological growth.

fRENCH SHERRY

MUDs provide dramatic examples of how one can use experiences in
vinual space to play with aspects of the self. Electronic mail and bulletin
boards provide more mundane but no less impressive examples. There,
role playing may not be as explicit or extravagant, but it goes on all the
same.

On America Online, people choose handles by which they are knO\Vn
on the system. One's real name need only be known [0 the administratOrs
of the service Itself. One forty-twO-year-old nurse whose real name is
Annene calls herself Bette on the system. "Annette," she says, "for all my
life that will be sweet, little perky Annette from the Mkkey Mouse Club. I
want to be a Bene. Like Bene Davis. I want to seem mysterious and
powerful. There is no such thing as a mysterious and powerful Mouseke
teer." On America Online, "Bette" is active on a poetry forum. "I've always
wanted to write poetry. I have made little fits and starts through the years.
I don't want to say that changing my name made it possible, but I can tell
you it made it a whole lot easier. Bette writes poems. Annette Just fools
around with It. Annette is a nurse. Bette is the name of a writer, more
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moody, often more morose." When she types at her computer, Annette,
who has become a skillful touch typist, says:

I like to close my eyes and imagine myself speaking as Belle. An authorita·
tlve voice. When I type as Bette I imagine her voice. You might ask whether
thiS Bette Is real or nOl. Well, she is real enough to write poetry. I mean It's
poetry that I take credit for. Bette gives courage. We son of do It together.

Annette does not suffer from multiple personality disorder. Bette does
not function autOnomously. Annette is not dissociated from Bette's behav
Ior. Bette enables aspeCts of Annette that have not been easy for her to
express. As Annette becomes more fluent as Bette, she moves flexibly
between the twO personae. In a cemin sense, Annette is able to relate to
Bette with the fleXibility that Stewan could not achieve in his relalionship
with Achille.s. Achilles could have social successes but, In Annetle's terms,
the character could not give courage to the more limited Stewan.

Annette's very positive Bette experience is not unusual In online cul
ture. Experiences like Annette's require only Ihat one use the anonymity
of cyberspace to project alternate personae. And, like Annette, people
often project underdeveloped aspects of themselves. We can best under
stand the psychological meaning of this by looking to experiences that
do not take place online. These are experiences In which people expand
their sense of identity by assuming roles where the boundary between
self and role becomes increasingly permeable. When Annette first told
me her story, it reminded me of such an experience In my own nfe.

My mother died when I was nineteen and a college junior. Upset and
disoriented, I dropped out of school. I traveled to Europe, ended up in
PariS, studied history and political science, and worked at a serIes of odd
jobs from housecleaner to English tutor. The French-speaking Sherry, I
was pleased to discover, was somewhat different from the Engllsh-speak
ing one. French-speaking Sherry was not unrecognizable, but she was her
own person. In particular, while the English-speaking Sherry had little
confidence that she could take care of herself, the French-speaking Sherry
simply had to and got on with it.

On trips back home, English-speaking Sherry rediscovered old tlmidi
ties. I kept returning to France, thirsty for more French speaking. Little by
liltle, I became increasingly fluent in French and confonable with the
persona of the resourceful, French-speaking young woman. Now I cycled
through the French- and English-speaking Sherrys until the movement
seemed natural; I could bend toward one and then the other with increas
ing flexibility. When English-speaking Sherry finally returned to college
In the Unlled Stales, she was never as brave as French·speaking Sherry.
But she could hold her own.


